
 

 

 
 

MINUTES FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2022 
 

The Annual General Meeting of the Association via Zoom. Tuesday 13 September 2022, 

commencing at 4.30pm (AEST) 

Via Zoom 

 

Attendees:  Sally Alexander, Colleen Angove, Christine Baines, Tani Bates, Helen 

Bodycomb, Dorothy Burke, Kate Butler, Luna Cameron-Parrish, Catherine 

Conaty, Penelope Craig, Noula Diamantopoulos, Inge Gardner, Yvette Hallam, 

Simon Harvest, Caitlin Hepworth, Helen Hughes, Lea Kannar-Lichtenberger, 

Rose Kviz, David Lacey, Patricia Manager, Galia Menin, Francessca O’Donnell, 

Carole Patch, Paul Perry, Cetta Pilati, Sharon Pine, Jean Ross, Marion Shapiro, 

Margaret Shaw, Amanda Tattam, Barbara Uhlenbruch, Margaret Waterton, 

Xanthe Wells, Kristen Wohlers 

 

Apologies:  N/A 

 

1. TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF THE LAST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND ANY 

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETINGS OF THE ASSOCIATION HELD SINCE THAT DATE  

 Moved: Luna Cameron Parrish Seconded: Margaret Shaw Passed 

 

2. TO RECEIVE REPORTS FROM THE PRESIDENT, BRANCH REPRESENTATIVES AND ANY 

OTHER PERSON/S DEEMED APPROPRIATE 

Six Branch Representatives gave brief verbal reports.  Their full reports are attached. 

 

3. TO RECEIVE AND CONSIDER THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REQUIRED BY SECTION 30(3) 

OF THE ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION ACT 1981 

 Helen Hughes gave a brief overview. 

 Moved: Dorothy Burke Seconded: David Lacey Passed 

 

4. COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS 

The following nominations were received and confirmed: 

 

 President:  Dorothy Burke 

 Vice-President: Marion Shapiro 

 Treasurer: Helen Hughes 



 

 

 Secretary: Sharon Pine 

 Branch Rep NSW: Annie Balcomb 

 Branch Rep New Zealand: Sharon Pine 

 Branch Rep Queensland: Paul Perry 

 Branch Rep South Australia: Kristin Wohlers 

 Branch Rep Tasmania: Yvette Hallam 

 Branch Rep Victoria: Helen Bodycomb 

 Branch Rep WA: Janet Huston 

 Ordinary Members:  Sally Alexander, Caitlin Hepworth and Amanda Tattam 

 

5. GENERAL BUSINESS 

• Amanda Tattam spoke briefly about the Opus Oracle and plans for more strategic 

communications with members.  A readership survey will be sent out shortly. 

• Noula reflected on her MAANZ journey over the last 20 years - the volunteers who 

have given freely of their time and expertise, friendships made and the importance 

of recognising the contributions of those who have gone before.  She gave everyone 

her best wishes. 

• Luna moved a formal vote of thanks to Noula for all her efforts in getting MAANZ up 

and running and her hard work over the last 20 years.  Seconded by Marion Shapiro. 

• Dorothy Burke introduced herself and gave a brief overview of her professional 

career and mosaic experience. 

• Several other members gave thanks to both Noula and Luna for their work and 

commitment to MAANZ. 

 

 

Meeting closed at 5.20pm (AEST) 

 



 

 

2022 MAANZ AGM Branch Reps Reports 
 

New South Wales 

 
 

Francessca O’Donnell 

New South Wales Branch Representative 

 

 

South Australia 

The past 12 months have been overshadowed by Covid here in South Australia. Our state 

opened in November ‘21 and we caught up with Covid waves and isolation. This slowed 

everything down. Some workshops have carried on and since about April’22 things are 

almost back to normal in many workshops, exhibition environments.  

 

For personal reasons I have been keeping away from encounters/ settings with many 

people. Hence driving MAANZ SA business from the computer and by phone.  

 

Currently, we are running the SA MAANZ exhibition ‘Inside the Square’ at Pepper Street Art 

Centre exhibiting 122 mosaics! The exhibition will be judged by Dr Helen Bodycomb and 

Dorothy Burke on 9th September 22. With very low registration fees ($15 per mosaic for 

MAANZ members/ $20 for non-members) we have still made a considerable income and will 

hopefully cover the cost of our exhibition, prizes etc. The amazing number of entered 

mosaics speaks in my view for this strategy. 4 days into the exhibition (as I am writing this) 

we have already sold more than 10 exhibits, people signing up to MAANZ and a huge 

response by the public to the exhibition.   

 

Beate Linckelmann and I have been very active in driving the project ‘Mosaic for Afghan 

Women’ (MFAW). We picked up the idea of this project from the presentation by Tamara 



 

 

Froud at the MAANZ Symposium ’21. Never in our wildest dreams would we have expected 

the response this triggered in Australia. Worldwide, approx. 1200 mosaicists contributed to 

MFAW – in Australia/ NZ 385 (almost a third of the world contributions) – who made 466 

segments. (I am working on some research and a presentation why the response was so 

great in Australia).  

 

I was successful in securing 3000 Euro from the UN International Year of Glass 22 seed 

funding (auspiced by MAANZ) and we secured considerable sponsorship by Mapei and 

Radiant Heat for the thermasheet substrate. Otherwise, as this project had such an 

overwhelming response, financially it was in parts difficult, but I think we will manage to 

cover cost at least, hopefully with some financial support from MAANZ. Lessons were learnt 

from this project – but as the response was unforeseeable, we could not really plan for it. 

  

I would like to express our serious thanks to everyone who participated, ran workshops, 

donated tiles and especially to the state teams who made these contributions into real 

artworks! Absolutely awesome. As this project was mainly taken on by the state reps 

(teams) it brought the MAANZ reps closer together and gave them a purpose to connect 

with the members.  

 

Here are the opening dates to date for the display of the artworks – as time progresses, 

more exhibitions will happen:  

 

− VIC - Migration Museum, 21 September 2022  

− SA - Migration Museum Adelaide, 21 September to mid December 2022 

− NSW – National Glass Museum in Wagga Wagga 21 October 2022, 

− QLD – Brisbane City Library, 21 September/ October 2022 

− TAS – Launceston City Library -Civic Square – Sept/ Oct 2022, followed by exhibitions 
in Devonport, Georgetown and Hobart – a full year of exhibitions 

− WA – TBA 

− NZ – Whanganui – Symposium for Mosaic Artists 
 

I am working on an education/ workshop component and the serious plan to exhibit the 

scarves joined (19meters) in Canberra to draw attention to the plight of Afghan Women and 

women in general. Hon Penny Wong is supporting this project – hopefully she will be in the 

country to open the national display next year! What we need?  

 

A sponsor for transport and a venue in Canberra! 

 

Kristin Wohlers 

South Australia Branch Representative 

  



 

 

Queensland 

Part 1  

Welcome to the new Qld Branch Reps, Tani Bates, Catherine Conaty and Paul Perry.  It is 

with pleasure I hand over the mosaic reigns to these capable and enthusiastic MAANZ 

members.  I wish them success in their new roles and hope they have incredible times 

ahead with Queensland Branch activities such as meetups, zoom-ups, Branch Exhibitions 

and more. 

 

I truly enjoyed my role as State Rep and acknowledge the great assistance from a dedicated 

team over many years to run very successful Branch Exhibitions and events.  We had many 

gatherings at OzMosaics and always the joy of mosaics shone through.   

 

At the beginning of MAANZ, Noula invited me to be MAANZ VP and we grew MAANZ 

together for quite some time and I loved organising many “Art from the Heart” Community 

MAANZ events and fund-raising for The Starlight Foundation. Again, it took a team of 

MAANZ members to do hours and hours of work to bring the fundraising to success.  My 

husband Dave and my mother Shirley were always there 100% assisting in so many ways. 

 

Over the past couple of years, COVID restricted Queensland meetups and exhibitions. A few 

of us volunteered and ran mosaic community workshops at Aged Care Centres, and it was 

magical to produce amazing murals for the very keen mosaic makers.   

 

The MAANZ online Symposium in 2021 was a highlight and the National Symposium 

Committee managed to bring to MAANZ members, a truly informative, educational and fun 

online Symposium.  Noula and her team spent countless hours behind the scenes and are to 

be congratulated.  I loved every minute! 

 

Many MAANZ members connected on Zoom meetups during COVID, sharing mosaics, 

conversations and keeping in touch.  Zoom is something the new MAANZ Qld team can build 

on to connect members in remote areas of Queensland who are not able to attend local 

mosaic gatherings.  Having Tani/FNQ, Catherine/Brisbane and Paul/Wide Bay-Burnett will 

help spread the load and perhaps garner new MAANZ members and local community art 

projects, gatherings etc 

 

MAANZ Qld took up the challenge of participating in the Hanging by a Thread Global mosaic 

mural for Afghan Women. It was started at OzMosaics, with workshops and we spread the 

info far and wide on Facebook, MAANZ Branch newsletters and social media. Lots of 

mosaics arrived from keen participants.    Maureen Randolph and I grouted and collated a 

great many mosaic sections, and I was fortunate enough to connect with our local Brisbane 

City Councillor who pointed me in the right direction to secure a temporary 

display/installation space at the Brisbane Square Library in the city. It will be exciting to see 

the completed mural in September and congrats to Catherine Conaty for completing the 

mural with her helpful team with great input from Paul and Tani. 



 

 

 

At this time, I needed to make a decision to relinquish my role as Qld State Rep due to 

mosaic and family commitments.  It wasn’t an easy decision, but a necessary one. Onwards 

and forwards, to the new Qld Team, I wish you the best of luck and look forward to 

participating in many MAANZ Qld Events etc, as a general MAANZ member.  

 

I congratulate Noula, our amazing MAANZ President, for her dedication to MAANZ for over 

20 years and wish her all the best in her future ventures and adventures. Without Noula and 

her vision, there would not be a MAANZ.  I look forward to future MAANZ events and 

Symposiums and wish all members of MAANZ every mosaic joy. 

 

Mosaic on! 

Sandra Robertson Queensland Branch Representative 2022 

 

Part 2 

Thank you again to Sandra Robertson for your many years of loyal service to MAANZ 

nationally and as QLD Branch representative. We wish you well in your new role as a 

‘general’ MAANZ member! 

 

A new team of Qld reps has been endorsed by MAANZ Executive and we are starting the 

process of understanding the needs of Qld MAANZ members and planning for a 

reinvigorated future for the QLD branch.  We have big shoes to fill, as Sandy has carried this 

role admirably right back to the beginning of MAANZ. We are grateful for that legacy. 

The new QLD Branch rep team is made up of Paul Perry (Bargara), Catherine Conaty 

(Brisbane) and Tani Bates (Cairns). We cover a lot of Queensland and hope to bring that 

same wide coverage to MAANZ members. 

 

One of our priorities as branch representatives is to work on building a sense of community 

through mosaics. Communication is critical to strengthening a sense of connection 

(especially given the physical distance of Queensland!)   We plan on scheduling regular 

Zoom meetups to share our experiences, challenges and generally get to know each other 

(as well as holding physical gatherings where possible). Catherine is our “Zoom Champion”.  

Tani is our “Facebook Queen” and is working on activating our Qld Branch Facebook group, 

and Paul is the “Mail Chimp Champ” and sends out regular newsletters.   

 

In order for us to plan our future events, we are surveying our members: Who are you?  

What you like about MAANZ?  What do you want from MAANZ, and how can we best 

achieve this? We currently have 38 responses, which is a bit disappointing considering the 

173 MAANZ members in Qld, so if you haven’t got on board and completed the survey, 

please do it! This will help us best serve you as the Qld Reps and allow us to plan for the 

year ahead and future events. By the way, thank you to the Victorian Rep team for their 

help in compiling this survey. It’s great to have such a responsive and supportive group to 

help the newbies. 

 



 

 

A huge thanks to everyone who has contributed to the ‘Hanging by a Thread’: Mosaics for 

Afghan Women project. We have 91 pieces in our Qld version which is on display in the 

Brisbane Square Library during September and October. Thank you to Sandra for initiating 

this opportunity. 

 

Congratulations to Noula on her achievements over 20 years at the helm of MAANZ. And 

thank you to the others on the Executive who are retiring at this AGM. We look forward to 

contributing to a refreshed MAANZ and many more successful years mosaicing into the 

future. 

 

Happy Mosaicing! 

 

Paul, Catherine and Tani 

Queensland Branch Representatives 

 

 

Tasmania 

This year we have 2 new members and 1 relocated from NSW bringing our membership to 

32.  Introduction email and Survey sent revealed a number of members not actively 

mosaicing but still like to be informed. Postal mailout to all members with MAANZ postcards 

to encourage new membership. Two workshops held to create scarf sections MFAW, and 

two social events arranged for meet &amp; greet plus info session and construction of 

mosaic scarf. Both had low attendance but positive feedback from those who 

did attend. 

 

Yvette Hallam 

Tasmania Branch Representative 

 

 

Victoria 

I have been Victorian Branch Rep since mid-2021, assisted by Bev Plowman (Secretary) and 

Barb Uhlenbruch (Exhibitions Coordinator). Since commencing in this role, we have 

identified key needs and interests through a group survey of Victorian MAANZ members, 

and these findings have guided our strategic programming since. It is crucial that MAANZ is 

up to date with their active membership, both at Branch and national levels. The Victorian 

Branch findings include that 65.6 % of respondents identify as intermediate standard and 

29.7% advanced with their mosaic skills. 91% of respondents said they would like to learn 

about popular contemporary and experimental contemporary mosaics and are also very 

interested in exhibitions and workshops. 

 

So, in response to this data, I designed a three-part lecture series in collaboration with 

Pamela Irving. Called Growing Mosaic Literacy, it was successful in receiving a $4,000 grant 

from the City of Melbourne. The grant co-subsidised the three events, together with box 



 

 

office takings. All presenters were paid a $300 honorarium, Pamela and I each received a 

few hundred dollars per event for our work in planning and coordination (as income 

allowed), and the MAANZ executive agreed to contribute $200 per event, which subsidized 

the costs of an AV technician, enabling zoom attendance from across Australia. Although a 

useful model for potential further MAANZ events, in the absence of any Branch held funds, 

the financial risk has been mine to bear (which is not a recommended model). 

 

These live-only (non-recorded) one day events, took place on Sunday 1 May, Sunday 3 July 

and (forthcoming) Sunday 18 September 1 at the Meat Market in North Melbourne. We 

have invited some incredibly knowledgeable and highly qualified professional Speakers to 

share their insights about mosaics in Melbourne – across a range of new lenses including 

political and sociological, across changes in ‘taste’, civic and cultural identity and historical 

evolutions. The program has aimed to open up new ways of thinking and working in mosaic. 

In recognition that many mosaic workshops are now available across the state, this lecture 

series has sought to offer something new and different to programs already offered 

elsewhere either in person or online.  

 

VICTORIAN BRANCH EXHIBITION: FRAGMENTATION 

The Victorian Branch Exhibition – FRAGMENTATION will be held at No Vacancy Gallery in 

central Melbourne 13-24 December 2022.  

 

The Victorian Branch looks forward to our Victorian Branch exhibition in December, and to 

putting plans together for our members, once the AGM and new leadership appointments 

have been made. 

 

The Victorian Mosaic for Afghan Women scarves will be on display at the Immigration 

Museum from Saturday 17th September to Thursday 17th November. The Museum is open 

10am-5pm every day.  

 

Helen Bodycomb 

Victoria Branch Representative 

 

  



 

 

 

Western Australia 

Despite a few disruptions to our planned program due to COVID we achieved the following: 

 

Number of new members 6 

 

Newsletters produced 10 

 

Monthly Events -   

• Workshops  4 

• Lunches  3 

• Social mosaic days 1 

• Afghan project workdays 4 
 

Other:  

• Perth City Farm Project completed April 2022. Large scale mosaic completed for 
public area created by more than 25 members over a 12- month period. 

• Red Gum Retreat, a three-night stay in Dwellingup with 14 members including a 
number from regional areas. Program included two workshops. 

• Regional Events -  Boddington for workshop (Afghan project) 
-  Dwellingup Red Gum Retreat 

 

Due to venues being unavailable because of COVID the WA State Exhibition will now be held 

in March 2023. 

 

Thank you to Noula for 20 years at the helm of MAANZ and having the vision to establish 

this wonderful organisation. Also, to Luna, Francessca and Sitara who have all contributed 

greatly to MAANZ. You will be greatly missed. Best wishes for your new endeavours. 

 

Dorothy Burke 

Western Australia Branch Representative 

 


